Infor Motion

Gain the mobile advantage
Successful organizations have an increasingly mobile
workforce today. In fact, mobility has become a new IT
best practice in an era when many workers say their
mobile device is the most important technology in their
lives. Infor™ Motion makes the best practice a fast
reality for your organization. A sophisticated platform
for provisioning, managing, and building mobile
applications, Infor Motion makes it easy for you to keep
your company on the move. It extends the power of
your Infor solutions to mobile devices in a
device-driven design that offers top performance,
strong security, and easy, centralized
application management.

Make the transition
Mobile technology has a profound effect on business
today, dramatically increasing productivity by giving
you the information you need to do your job anywhere.
Best of all, you can deploy mobile technology in a few
simple steps with Infor Motion, a lean, cloud-based
platform that brings industry-specific power to the
devices you prefer—smoothly and seamlessly. Take
advantage of our extensive experience in helping
companies like yours realize all the advantages of
mobile technology.

Build a more responsive
organization
Be productive anywhere, anytime, with Infor Motion,
which puts the power of Infor applications on your
tablet or smart phone. Built on our innovative Infor ION
technology framework—a powerful combination of
elements that seamlessly connect Infor and non-Infor
business systems while adding contextual intelligence,
mobile access, and the convenience of the cloud—Infor
Motion delivers applications that are natively built for
each mobile device your organization uses.
You get:
• Industry-specialized, pre-packaged Infor
applications on any device. Rest assured that Infor
Motion applications are available on all widely
adopted device types and mobile operating
systems. You won't need a new technology
framework for different screen devices or screen
types. What’s more, you’ll get built-in application
awareness, as Infor Motion solutions are equipped
to pull functionality from LinkedIn®, Skype™,
FaceTime®, and other consumer-oriented
applications into an enterprise application context
for an enhanced business-user experience.

• Out-of-the-box integration and administration
platform. With our ION integration platform, you can
ensure your enterprise software is mobile, deliver a
complete infrastructure for its deployment and
management, and foster a community of application
developers who can quickly address every challenge
and business opportunity you face. In addition, you can
manage all Infor mobile applications from a single,
central location.
• Cloud-based technology and security. Operate
without a hitch and reduce your IT footprint with Infor
Motion, which uses one of the most secure cloud hosts
in the business—the infrastructure of Amazon.com®.
Sometimes the most difficult part of application
development is accessing data, but our cloud-based
platform serves the data to you via ION. You can easily
integrate contemporary third-party technologies such
as voice and location services. You can also choose
any servers—anywhere in the world—to house your
data, because you have localized cloud access.

See results as they happen
With Infor Motion, your transition to mobile applications is
a faster, easier process than you ever dreamed
possible—even on a global scale. You can deploy mobile
applications quickly, manage them easily, and develop
them on the fly, meeting your unique business challenges.

Meet the next generation of enterprise
software mobility.

You can also take advantage of Infor ION ActivityDeck, a
multi-platform management console that taps into
back-office systems to present managers’ critical tasks
and alerts in real time on a mobile device.
And that’s just the beginning. With more mobile
applications coming from Infor Motion, you’ll discover a
whole world of business process improvement
opportunities that can yield major improvements in the
way you do business.

In addition, you can see immediate results from our first
industry-specific, role-specific offering on the Infor Motion
platform: Infor Road Warrior, a mobile solution that
extends a salesperson’s work with sales orders, customer
requests, shipments, and more to any screen.
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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